
(L to R) We Cancerve Founder Grace Callwood, Oncology 
patient Jackson, age 5, and board members Sarah Beall and 

Heaven Faust pose for a picture after the board presented 
Jackson a Book & Buddy on Friday. 
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Board Members Deliver Books & Buddies to Baltimore’s Sinai Hospital  
 
(Baltimore, Md.) – Members of the We Cancerve Movement’s all-youth 
Board of Advisors delivered a dozen “Books & Buddies” to the Walter 
E. Samuelson Pediatric Hematology and Oncology Clinic at Sinai 
Hospital of Baltimore Friday, October 3.  
 
“Books & Buddies came about from a donation from Joanne Lhotsky, a 
nice woman who decided to donate to We Cancerve Movement after 
she saw a project we were doing on television,” said Callwood, who 
started the charity in 2011.  “I think sick kids would like this because it’s 
fun; they could have a nice toy to hold while they read the books.” 
 
Lhotsky contacted We Cancerve in July and stated in her initial email 
that seeing Callwood’s interview on television “inspired me and my 
family. You are truly a blessing here on earth.”  A school library 
assistant, Lhotsky said “books are close to my heart” so she thought 
that a donation of books with matching stuffed animals would be 
enjoyable, educational and meaningful to hospitalized children and 
their families. 
 
“It felt good when we were able to give a Book & Buddy to Jackson.  
When I got toys, it felt exciting for me so I hope it felt exciting for 
Jackson too,” said Callwood, who was diagnosed with Stage IV Non-
Hodgkins Lymphoma in October 2011. She was treated at Sinai.  She 
ended chemotherapy in April 2014 and remains cancer free.  
 
Callwood started the charity shortly after diagnosis to represent and 
inspire a beloved community formed by persons who come together 
swiftly to support initiatives that result in giving opportunities that bring 
happiness to homeless, sick and foster children.  
 
“It was cool to give him one of the Books and Buddies and see him 
smile at the hospital when we gave it to him after he picked the book 
and buddy.  That’s why I thought it was cool,” said Heaven Faust, 
board member.  
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Grace Callwood, left, with Joanne Lhotsky, a citizen who inspired the Books & Buddies program. 

 
The We Cancerve Movement is a charitable organization that creates giving opportunities that can be supported by the 
community to bring happiness to homeless, sick and foster children. With faith in God as its inspiration, the We Cancerve 
Movement believes that love is active, strong, urgent, practical and possible.   
 
To date, the charity has donated 172 Easter Baskets to area sick, homeless and foster children and has provided more than 
$1,100 in cash grants to Sinai Hospital and Casey Cares Foundation. In addition, the charity has donated nearly 150 new 
and like-new back-to-school clothes to homeless youth; more than 150 TransFUNers kits to help hospitalized children 
decorate their IV poles; more than 140 pounds of school supplies to children in Maryland and Kenya, East Africa; and 
amassed almost 150 community service hours. This is just a sample of the charity's service to hundreds of homeless, sick 
and foster children.  
 
For more information, contact peoplewhocare@wecancerve.org.  
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